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Keynote Consulting Experience:
External or Internal: Keynote Presentations, Panels, Seminars or Workshops
Sharing insights, strategies and user experiences on emerging technologies and their business
impacts. Maximizing the effectiveness of vendor/client/functional relationships through education
and high-touch “Engagement Surround” practices. Communicating knowledge and experience
acquired from 5+ years of collaboration with hundreds of CIO-IT teams in virtually every major
industry segment.
Engagement Profiles or Context
 Enhancing Solution Sales and Influencer/Field Marketing Effectiveness
 Supporting CIO Strategy, Planning & Operations (incl. cost/performance modeling)
 Professional & Project Services for Evolving Teams &/or Adopting New Technologies
 Consulting for Management, Operations and Business Strategies

Previous Seminars and Keynote Themes
Objective: Evolve or Enhance “Go-to-Market” Strategies
 Exploiting Internal Technology Adoption – “Creating 1+N Marketing Leverage”
 CIO-IT Collaboration – “Adding a Little Zen to your Sales Agenda”
 Extending your Reach – “Connecting with those Early Adopters “
 Transformative Practices – “Moving your Order Takers to Market Makers”
 The Right Stuff – “Focusing Through the End User’s Lens”
 Strategic Sales Collaboration – “Accelerating Adoption, Acceptance & Utilization”
Objective: Relationship Development with the 3 C’s --CEO/CFO/CIO
 Enterprise Roadmaps – “Strategies with Emerging Technologies”
 Telecom Trends – “Navigating Through the Fog”
 Business Mobility – “Understanding Enterprise Options and Impacts”
 Business Continuity and COOP Plans – “The Mobility Flu Shot”
 Location-Based Services (GPS) – “The Value of Where and Now”
Objective: Enhancing Sales/Marketing Team Engagements and Agendas
 Understanding What Trends Matter and Why?
 Engaging the CIO and IT Leadership Teams
 New Telecom Solutions: “Impacts in Enterprise Eco-Systems”
 B2B Enterprise Engagements – “Enhancing Solution Sales”
 Evaluating / Coaching / Creating Effective B2B Initiatives
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Ray Gilbert
Ray Gilbert is the President and cofounder of ICTkeynote Inc,
a consultancy providing customized professional services to
enhance collaboration between CIO-IT leaders and their
technology partners.
Over the last 25 years, Ray has held a number of senior
Operations and CIO-IT positions with the major telecom
suppliers in the US and Canada. Through ICTkeynote Inc, Ray
provides Collaborative Engagement leadership to advance
client insights and accelerate the effective adoption of new
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). In this
role Ray leverages perspectives acquired through 5+ years as
a VP in IT for Enterprise Collaboration at Lucent Technologies.
One recent focus has been on sharing business and IT views on the benefits offered by new
telecommunication services. Beyond telecom, Ray has had notable senior roles managing teams
responsible for; professional/consulting services, nuclear system design, mass transit systems
and supporting government or international agencies. His latest work in ICT has highlighted the
business impacts, plus technical successes of enterprises that have been deploying or exploring
new converged communications, broadband and cellular data options.
As a result of this experience, Ray has been a frequent keynote speaker for hundreds of CIO-IT
and business audiences across North America that sought perspectives on the business and IT
impacts of telecommunications trends. He has led dozens of private and public sector briefings
and workshops with CIO’s or their leadership teams in major corporations. Carriers in the US and
Canada have specifically invited Ray to provide independent end-user insights at network launch
events, analyst or industry conferences and during one-on-one technology roundtables with
sales/marketing teams or at custom briefings with their clients.
Ray resides in Toronto and has a Bachelors and Masters in Engineering Physics and MBA from
the University of Toronto. He is a registered engineer, mentors local startups on ICT issues and
governance. He is a member of the Institute of Corporate Directors, the Society for Information
Management (SIM) and the American Marketing Association (AMA). He volunteers time to
support teaching initiatives at the University of Toronto Rotman School of Management and has
participated in conference advisory groups at Boston University and at the WINMEC Consortium
plus the Anderson Business School at UCLA.
Contact information:
raygilbert@ictkeynote.com
+1 905.855.1684
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Martin McManus
Martin McManus co-founded ICTkeynote Inc in 2007. The
ICTkeynote consultancy focuses on providing boutique
services that offer subject matter expertise on
telecommunication trends, emerging technologies and their
associated business impacts, delivered from a pragmatic (and
perhaps entertaining) IT-practitioner’s viewpoint.
Martin has 20 years telecommunications experience with
Alcatel-Lucent, Lucent Technologies and AT&T in Europe (the
UK, the Netherlands) and North America (the USA (Chicago)
and Canada (Toronto, Calgary)). This includes 11 years in
senior management roles in IT, Operations, Professional
Services & Customer Support, and 9 years in engineering
roles with Bell Labs and AT&T Network Systems.
For the last 5+ years, Martin has been traveling extensively across North America as an IT
speaker at over 80 public and private conferences, summits and benchmarking forums, sharing
an IT enterprise viewpoint on the adoption of emerging technologies. Audiences have included
over 1500 CIO/IT executives in every major industry, including government at all levels as well as
the not-for-profit sector. This has provided a wealth of insight across industries, as well as a
sizeable catalog of stories about “the good, the bad and the challenging” of emerging technology
deployments, end-user adoption strategies and the ability to navigate enterprise transitions.
Special interests include:
• the business challenges of mobile solutions and their adoption;
• next generation IT leadership – leveraging the IT organization for success, innovative
relationships within and beyond the company walls;
• innovation for Business-to-business engagement practices.
Martin has a BSc (Hons) in Computer Science with Mathematics from the University of Bristol,
UK and is an active member of the Society for Information Management including being a
founding member of the Toronto Area SIM chapter and a graduate of the New York SIM Regional
Leadership Forum. Originally from the UK, Martin is now enjoying the mountains in Calgary,
Canada with his wife and two fine sons.
Contact information:
mmcmanus@ictkeynote.com
+1 403.200.6481
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